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Saturday was a pretty odd day for the world of fighting. The threat of nuclear meltdown hangs
over the collective heads of those in Northeastern Japan, leaving the fight industry there just an
afterthought. In between concern over their lives and the lives of their friends and loved ones,
you could see fighters on Twitter expressing confusion over what was going on in America, but
it passed, as actual pressing matters took over.

In the states, debate, concern, gloating and groaning took place as it was announced that Zuffa,
parent company of the UFC purchased top competitor Strikeforce. We are still yet to see exactly
how it unfolds, but watching the United States MMA scene over the next two years will be very,
very interesting to say the least.

We also got to see Fight Code put on Oktagon, a show featuring Giorgio Petrosyan vs. Cosmo
Alexandre, as well as a fantastic top-to-bottom card to support said fight. But there were some
other fights of interest in the kickboxing world. In Greece, hometown hero "Iron" Mike Zambidis,
better known to some fans simply as ZAMBO outclassed Ali Gunyar on the Iron Challenge
event.

The other big fight of note was Albert Kraus fought in Russia against a hometown fighter, Batu
Khasikov. This was set to be a tune-up fight for Kraus, but much like Andy Souwer's tune-up
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fight in Spain, Kraus found himself on the bottom half of a decision and a disappointing end to
his Russian excursion.

Oh, and we have videos after the break. Thanks to our pal Brent Ducharme for scouting these.
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